The temporal relationship between the solar wind and magnetospheric activity has been studied using 34 intervals of high time resolution IMP 8 solar wind data and the corresponding AL auroral activity index. The median values of the AL index for each interval were utilized to rank the intervals according to geomagnetic activity level. The linear prediction filtering technique was then applied to model magnetospheric response as measured by the AL index to the solar wind input function VB s. The linear prediction filtering routine produces a filter of time-lagged response coefficients which estimates the most general linear relationship between the chosen input and output parameters of the magnetospheric system. It is found that the filters are composed of two response pulses speaking at time lags of 20 and 60 min. The amplitude of the 60-min pulse is the larger for moderate activity levels, while the 20-min pulse is the larger for strong activity levels. A possible interpretation is that the 20-min pulse represents magnetospheric activity driven directly by solar wind coupling and that the 60-min pulse represents magnetospheric activity driven by the release of energy previously stored in the magnetotail. If this interpretation is correct, the linear filtering results suggest that both the driven and the unloading models of magnetospheric response are inportant facets of a more comprehensive response model.
INTRODUCTION
A major unsolved problem of solar-terrestrial physics is understanding how solar wind mass, momentum, and energy couple into and subsequently flow through the magnetospheric system. Over the past decade, two phenomenological models have been presented to explain the temporal response of the magnetosphere to changes in solar wind energy input. These are the driven model [Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Akasofu, 1979 Akasofu, , 1980 ] and the energy storage-release or unloading model [McPherron, 1970; McPherron et al., 1973; Baker et al., 1979 Baker et al., , 1981a . In both models the energy transfer or coupling process begins when enhanced magnetic merging is initiated on the dayside magnetopause. The process ends when the energy is irreversibly dissipated by auroral particle precipitation, Joule heating in the ionosphere, or particle injection into the ring current and when energy is lost from the magnetosphere via plasmoid formation [Hones et al., 1984] . However, the sequence of events following dayside merging and preceding energy dissipation is different for the two models.
In the driven model the magnetosphere responds directly to region directly to the energy dissipation region. In the unloading model the magnetosphere responds to the increase of solar wind energy input by storing energy in the magnetotail as magnetic flux is eroded from the dayside and convected tailward. Later the stored energy is released impulsively from the magnetotail at expansion phase onset, adding to the energy dissipated via convection. In this case the time delay between energy input and dissipation depends not only upon the convection time scale of the magnetosphere but also upon the time scales of the processes which control the release of stored energy from the magnetotail.
After two decades of study, no magnetospheric response model has been proposed which can successfully describe all observations. For instance, the energy storage-release model fails to account for events which show a clear onset of substorm activity without an accompanying decrease in the tail lobe magnetic flux density [Akasofu, 1980; Kan et al., 1980] . Similarly, the driven model cannot account for geomagnetic activity which occurs long after the last interval of enhanced solar wind energy input.
Recently, the comparison of magnetospheric response models has been greatly aided by the technique of linear prediction filtering [lyernori et al., 1979; lyernori and Maeda, 1980; Clauer et al., 1981 Clauer et al., , 1983 . This method uses a filter [Wiener, 1949; Levinson, 1949] 
O(T) = H(t)l(t-T) dt • (1)
where T is the time of observation and t is the time lag. In this paper we extend the study of Clauer et al. The IMF data and the IMP 8 ephemeris data we have utilized are expressed in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. The GSM coordinate system is useful in studying solar wind-magnetosphere interactions, since it reduces the three-dimensional motion of the earth's dipole to motion in the GSM X-Z plane [Russell, 1971] . The solar wind data set was scanned to compile a list of data intervals, which are defined as any segment of data which is at least 1 day long with less than 10% data gaps. The initial list contained roughly 30 intervals with time lengths between 1 day and 4 days long. Then, the data gaps in these intervals were interpolated linearly to satisfy the modeling routine restrictions. More than 95% of the data gaps were shorter than nT. Evidently, the rightmost curve corresponds to a data interval which is relatively more active than the data interval corresponding to the second curve. By examining Figure 1 closely, one notices that the integral occurrence histograms maintain nearly the same order for all occurrence percentages. Thus we were free to choose the 50% integral occurrence value of the AL index to assess the geomagnetic "activity level" in each data interval. We then spliced the data intervals end-to-end in the order of increasing activity level to generate the analysis data set. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
An important result of this study is that the VBs to AL response filters peak at a time lag near 20 min for intervals of strong geomagnetic activity, while the moderate activity filters peak at a time lag near 60 min. Claver et al. [1981] obtained filters with nearly identical features by studying two 10-day intervals, one of which contained periods of very strong geomagnetic activity, while the other contained more moderate activity. They suggested that the filters were best described as a single pulse which peaked at shorter time lags for more active intervals. Using a larger data set organized by geomagnetic activity level, we find that the filters are better described as the superposition of two pulses which peak near 20 and 60 min. Furthermore, we find that the difference between strong and moderate (or weak) activity filters can be explained by a change in the relative magnitude of the two pulses.
It might be questioned whether the two peaks in the VB• to AL filters are significant and reproducible. We believe that these peaks are indeed significant and reproducible for three reasons:
1. The two peaks are present in the moderate activity, VB• to AL filter plotted in Figure 2 of Claver et al. [1981] ; this filter was generated independently by using an Explorer 33 data set.
2. The two peaks are clearly seen in each of the filters from 1 to 18, even though every fifth filter was generated using an entirely separate set of data intervals.
3. The amplitude of the statistical fluctuation in the filter estimates is small with respect to the amplitude of the two peaks.
We also tested other input and output combinations such as VB• to AE, • to AL, and • to AE and found that these filters possess the same features described for the VB, to AL filters.
It is interesting to compare the present results to those of Baker et al. [1981b] , who utilized the same data set to perform a high time resolution cross-correlation analysis between the AE index and VBs. They found that VB, to AE correlation values maximize at a time lag near 40 min. Our VB• to AL filters reach a peak lag near to either 20 or 60 min, depending on activity level. Given that AL is a substantial component of AE, we would expect on the average that the filters would peak near the cross-correlation lag of 40 min if the data set studied included an equal number of weakly, moderately, and strongly active data intervals.
A possible interpretation of the present results is that the pulses peaking near 20 and 60 min each correspond to a separate response mode of the magnetosphere. Further, as discussed below, it is possible that the 20-min pulse corresponds to electrojet activity related to direct interaction between the solar wind and the magnetosphere, while the 60-min pulse corresponds to electrojet activity due to the release of stored electromagnetic energy from the tail. If this is true, then the differences between strong and moderate activity filters can be explained by a change in the relative importance of the solar wind driven and tail release components of magnetospheric activity.
There is other support for the interpretation made above. For example, Meng [1979] found that the motion of the midday auroral oval can be modeled using B: variations and an equation with an exponential time constant of about 17 min. Also, Holier and and Reid and Holier [1975] found that the time constant for the magnetosphereionosphere system to become adjusted to a change in the dayside reconnection rate is about 20 min. Their conclusion is based upon applying a circuit analog for the dayside magnetosphere-ionosphere system to real observations of a magnetopause erosion event. They suggest that the time constant is related to the time required for the ionospheric convection pattern to change in response to the variation of the solar wind boundary conditions. These studies suggest that the convection of plasma within the magnetosphere responds to the solar wind over a time scale near the 20-min time lag found for the first response pulse of the VB, to AL filters. If this comparison is valid, then the results of this study imply that solar wind control of magnetospheric convection is important for all levels of geomagnetic activity. In this sense, the dependence of the 20-min pulse amplitude upon the level of geomagnetic activity (see Figure 3) In Figure 5 we demonstrate the significance of the differences between the moderate and strong activity filters in the time domain. The top two panels are for strong activity. In summary, we have shown that the response of the magnetosphere for VBs to AL is not completely linear. We have focused on this feature using a new and larger data set and a novel method for organizing the data set according to the level of geomagnetic activity. Our empirical results indicate that the magnetosphere responds more quickly for data intervals with higher levels of activity. A second interesting result is that the VBs to AL response filter is composed of two pulses peaking at different time lags. The first pulse peaks at 20-min lag and is dominant for strongly active intervals, while the second pulse peaks at 60-min lag and is the dominant pulse for moderately active intervals. Further, this linear filtering analysis has provided new insight into old models of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling. Both the driven and energy storage-release models of magnetospheric response can be seen as facets of a more comprehensive model.
